
Cuddle Couch Pet Cushion© 

A Pearl Louise Design 

 
Make s sophisticated cover for a cushion for your pet or favorite 

chair using the iron on fusible web and box bottom corner 

techniques. 

 

Materials Needed: 

17” X 15” X 4”  Home Foam® Cushion 

3/4 Yard Fabric  

Fat 1/8 Applique Fabric 

12” X 12” Steam a Seam 2 Lite® Iron on Fusible Web 

6” Strip 3/4” Wide Velcro 

Basic Sewing Supplies 

 

Genral Instructions 

1. Cut all fabrics as stated.  WOF = Width of Fabric  Based on 44” width of fabric.  

2. 1/2” Seams are allowed. 

 

Cutting Instructions: 

1. From the 3/4 Yard Fabric  

        Cut one 23” X WOF Strip (Trim off salvage.) 

2.  Trace, Fuse & Cut appliques as stated on instructions from Steam a Seam 2 Lite.   

 

Building a Box Bottom Cushion Cover 

1. Fold the ends of the 23” X WOF Strip under 1” twice.  Press.  Sew the folded edges in place 

using 1/8” seams.   Fold in half to find “center” on both ends.  Overlap and pin the Velcro strip 

in place.  Stitch the sides and ends of the Velcro strip in place.  Finger press the  

      top and bottom of the Velcro together.  This will make the back opening on the  

      cushion cover.   

2. Fold the cover in half vertically and horizontally to find center.  Press lightly to 

mark the center.   

3. Open the ends of the cushion cover.  Peel and press the appliques in place as 

desired.  Sew a decorative stitch around each applique.   

4. With right sides together, press the Velcro strip together.  Fold so that the 

opening is placed at the center.   

5. Sew 1/2” seams onto each side.  Pull the bottom corners on one end to the out side with the  

      seam laying flat.  Place a ruler 2” from the seam end and draw a line from 

top to bottom.  Sew on the drawn line.  Repeat on the opposite side.  

Repeat on the remaining ends of the cushion cover.  Trim the corner 

seams to 1/2”.   

6. Turn right side out and insert cushion. 
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